KOH YAO YAI VILLAGE
Activity Center

For more information please contact Activity Centre # 2
Island Exploring

Hong Islands comprises a number of large and small limestone islands. Koh Hong itself is the largest island and completely surrounding with the coral reefs in both deep and shallow water levels.

Let's join us explore Hong Island Archipelago,

• **Hong Island:** a visit to the spectacular lagoon is a must on your trip here just to see the natural beauty but also for the opportunity to enjoy swimming in such a magnificent setting.

• **Bileh Bay:** the award winning beach that received an environmental 5 star award three years running since 2005-2008. The beautiful white sand beach surrounding by the limestone formation to completely relax and swimming.

• **Lao Ra Ding Island:** An island in the archipelago with white sandy beach and coral reef, surrounding by the limestone formation, one of the best sites for snorkeling.

• **Pak Bia Island:** Or the villagers called Lao Bu Lo; a beautiful island north of Hong Island. there is the clean beach longer than 500 meters. The various beauties with the limestone mountain shaped and the sand bar to join between the islands.

• **Nok Island:** The small peaceful island situated on the north east of Koh Yao Yai, the gate to Hong Island Archipelago. Nok Island is always peaceful away from the tourist crowded. The place for you to enjoy your privacy, swimming sunbathing and relax on the island hide away.

**Departure:**
09.00-15.00

**Trip Included:**
Transfer, drinking water, fruits, lunch, snorkeling equipment, national park entry fee and English speaking guide.
Snorkeling Khai Island
Snorkeling Khai Island

Located on the northern part of Koh Yao Yai, there are three islands close together: Khai Nok Island, Khai Nai Island, and Khai Nui Island. They are completely surrounded by the coral reef, one of many natural coral gardens in the Andaman to be close up & personal to a variety of tropical fish found in this region.

- **Khai Nok Island**: Enjoy swimming with the colorful fishes and discover the coral reef on the crystal clear. Most of the colorful fish in this area such as Crown Anemone fish, Butterfly fish, Angel Fish, Trigger Fish, Lion Fish and Morey Eel. Landing on Khai Nok Island, relaxing on the white sandy beach, walk up to the viewpoint and the photos of Khai Nok Island from the bird eyes view.

- **Khai Nai Island**: The second snorkeling site where you can enjoy the underwater world with more soft coral. Picnic lunch on Khai Nai Island and the opportunity to walk around the island, relaxing swimming or sunbathing on your leisure.

**Departure:**
09.00-14.00

**Trip Included:**
Transfer by Po Tong, drinking water, lunch, snorkeling equipment, national park entry fee and English speaking guide.
Phi Phi Island Discovery
Phi Phi Island Discovery

A leisurely day trip by speed boat to the famous crystal clear archipelago of Phi Phi Island. The trip is created to get away from the tourists crowded and let you enjoy swimming and snorkeling on your privacy.

- **Visit Phi Phi Ley:** Koh Phi Phi Ley is the second largest island of the archipelago, the largest one being Ko Phi Phi Don. The island consists of a ring of steep limestone hills surrounding 2 shallow bays, the Maya Bay and Loh Samah. There is also one large shallow fjord like inlet called Pi Ley with a small coral reef at the entrance.

- **Maya Bay:** The famous bay where filmed the movie “The Beach”. Maya Bay is the blue lagoon and white sandy beach, enjoy swimming of the crystal clear and explore around the island on the natural trail.

- **Bi Leh Lagoon:** The enclosed lagoon where not be missed to swim in the crystal clear surrounding with the limestone wall.

- **Two snorkeling sites:** In the morning we will arrange two snorkeling sites depending to the sea condition such as Loh Sa Mah Bay, monkey bay, Rantee Bay or Hin Pae on Phi Phi Don Island.

- **Lunch on the beach at Bamboo Island:** One on the archipelago with the white sandy beach and coral reef around the island. We will have picnic lunch on the beach, relaxing on the white sandy beach.

- **Visit Yung Island:** The other island on archipelago with completely surrounded with the unspoiled coral reef. Enjoy the last snorkeling at Yung Island or Hin Klang Reef depending to the sea condition.

---

**Departure:** 09.00-16.00

Phi Phi Island trip will be departure two trips a week please contact at Activity Center

**Trip Included:**
- Transfer, drinking water,
- fruits, lunch, snorkeling equipment,
- national park entry fee
- and English speaking guide.
Sea Cave Canoe &
James Bond Island

Koh Yao Yai Village
by the treasure village group
Sea Cave Canoe & James Bond Island

Phang Nga Bay National park. This archipelago is the group of islands more than 100 islands in the bay surrounding by the unspoiled mangrove forest and limestone formation.

- Sightseeing around the bay is the senses of traveling back to the land of mythology. Enjoy the spectacular view of limestone rocks and islands seems like the castles appeared on the sea.

- Canoeing at Panak Island and Hong Island is the spectacular sea caves to explore. Experienced paddle canoe silently into the dark cave and enter to the lagoons surrounding with the tropical jungle and limestone walls. Discover wild life such as monkey, hornbill and the various kinds of plans in the mangrove forest.

- Visit James Bond Island: the famous movie "The Man With The Golden Gun" filmed on this area.

- Visit Panyee Island (the floating village): The village built on the sea where we will have lunch and explore around the island. Discover how this small community lives on the middle of the sea. Visit the school local market and local way of life.

- Explore the caves: On the way back we will explore some of the cave around the bay such as Mangrove Cave, Hoi Teep Cave or Ice cream cave depending to the sea condition.

**Departure:**
09.00-15.00

**Trip Included:**
Transfer, drinking water, fruits, lunch, canoe, national park entry fee and English speaking guide.
Fisherman's Tour
Fisherman’s Tour

A visit to Koh Yao Islands would not feel complete unless you experienced an exciting adventure on one of the traditional Thai long-tail boats fishing. Be acquainted with the way of life as the local people of Koh Yao fished throughout the Andaman region. Here you will be given first hand knowledge to the customs & traditions handed down through generations and to the importance of understanding fish conservation in the area.

Program itinerary

- Land transfer and a journey from the pier by long-tail boat.
- Join a local fisherman with laying out the traps with nets.
- To pass the time after the fishing nets have been laid, we will transfer you to the beach to catch some sun & relaxing with fresh fruit.
- After a period of time, we will return you to the nets in gathering in the harvest and the technique in retrieving your catch of the day that hopefully will provide a bountiful harvest of fresh fish, prawns & crabs.
- Your catch of the day includes a BBQ on the beach

Departure:
Please contact our Activity Center for further details

Tour Duration: 4 hours
Trip Included:
Transfer from resort to the pier, Long-tail boat, Experienced fisherman and equipment, drinking water & fruit plus English speaking tour guide.
Mangrove Forest Kayaking

One of the most biologically diverse forests, mangrove forest is known as the "rainforests by the sea". The forests are the breeding grounds for fish, shrimp, prawns, crabs, shellfish and snails. Mud skippers are found in mangrove forest and also the opportunity to see the wildlife closely.

- Discover the unspoiled Mangrove forest at "Pak Klong" the mangrove river on the northern part of Koh Yao Yai. Kayaking quietly into the narrow canals under the shade of mangroves, listen to the voice of nature and enjoy observing the ecological system in the mangrove forest.

Departure:
Depending to the tide please contact Activity Center.

Tour Duration:
2 hours

Trip Included:
Transfer, drinking water, fruits, kayak and English speaking guide.
Sunset Cruise

A romantic cruise with your favorite beverages and the special snacks while watching for the sun set

- Departure from the resort on the late afternoon, observe the fisherman life along Koh Yao Yai coast line
- Cruise to the western side of Koh Yao Yai enjoy the beauty of scenery
- Sip your favorite drinks and snacks, while watching for the sunset.

Departure:
17.00-19.00

Trip Included:
2 Chang beers, soft drink, snacks, and English speaking guide.
Tailor Made by speedboat

Departure:
Please contact Activity Center for further information.

Tour Duration:
Depends on the distance and things that you wish to do on that day.

Trip Included:
Transfer, drinking water, snorkeling equipment.
Village Tour

Exploring around the island by Po Tong seems like a traveling back in time. Come on a journey with us to experience the local customs and traditions of the warm & friendly people of Koh Yao Yai. A guided tour will show you the many exciting & interesting places to the island way of life.

- **Visit the rubber plantation:** The most important agriculture is one of the main incomes of the people on Koh Yao Yai. Observe the rubber demonstration and the agriculturist’s lifestyle which is simplicity and merge to the natural.

- **Rice Paddle fields:** One of the important agriculture of Koh Yao Yai that can make the islander living with self-sufficiency, observe the rice paddle field that spread along the road. Enjoy the scenery of green fields, farmers and the water buffalos.

- **Discover Tropical Jungle:** Enjoy walking on the natural trails in the tropical forest below the canopy along the fresh water stream flowing from the mountain. Discover the various kinds of flora & fauna along the trails

- **Marine Lobster Farm:** Visit Lobster Farm that floating on the sea, learn the process of lobster feeding by the local knowledge and enjoy taking photos with the colorful lobsters.

- **Monkey picking coconut training center:** Discover how to train the monkey picking the coconut by the local knowledge and how to manage the monkey skill. Enjoy feeding them with bananas and taking the photos.

---

**Departure:**
09.30-14.00

**Trip Included:**
- Transfer by Po Tong,
- drinking water, lunch,
- boat to lobster farm
- and English speaking guide.
Sightseeing
Koh Yao Noi
Sightseeing Koh Yao Noi

Enjoy a scenic sightseeing around the island where roads are cut through the beaches. You’ll see views of Hong Island archipelago closely and enjoy the stunning photography along the way.

- Discover the harmonize of the traditional way of life and tourism can go together without change people’s lifestyles as they used to be.
- Visit the Batik Painting Center where you can buy handicraft products and souvenirs.
- We will take you to visit the local house that living in harmony with the nature surrounding the rice farming and drink the fresh coconut juice picked from the coconut tree.
- Discover the Holly Well in the sea. On the high tide the sea is cover the pond but when the low tide it is going to be the fresh water pond on the sea. Villagers believe that is the Holly Well which can be wishes and treating the sickness.
- Enjoy shopping at down town market; observe the local way of life, souvenirs and the local food and snacks.

Departure:
14.00-16.00

Trip Included:
Long tail boat to Koh Yao Noi, sightseeing by local minibus, drinking water, English speaking guide.
Eco Bike Tour
For Beginners
Eco Bike Tour
For Beginners

The traditional way of life on Koh Yao Yai Island has remained virtually unchanged. The main arterial road that runs the entire length of the Island meanders through the countryside past small quaint village communities, farms, fishing villages and many quiet beaches and rest areas to stop & capture the beautiful scenery of Phang Nga Bay & Andaman Sea. The best way to explore the wonderful nature of Koh Yao Yai is on two wheels by taking things slowly as Islanders do.

- **Eco Bike for Beginners**: This trip for the participant who never experience the ride the mountain bike before. One of the important agriculture of Koh Yao Yai that can make the islander living with self-sufficiency, observe the rice paddle field that spread along the road. Enjoy the scenery of green fields, farmers and the water buffalos.
- **Cycling under the shade of rubber plantation.** Nothing better than to start your day with an early morning bike ride through the country side. There is no rush and things can be enjoyed cycling along the quiet road observing the way of life here on Koh Yao Yai.

---

**Departure:**
Please contact our Activity Center for further details.

**Tour Duration:**
2 hours

**Trip Included:**
Mountain bike, drinking water, and English speaking guide.
Adventure Bike Tour (Advance)

- This bike trip set up for the experienced and fit participant to enjoy the challenging tracks to some location that the road cannot get through.

**The trip will be set on the weekly activities schedule or by request, please contact Activity Center.

Departure:
Please contact Activity Center

Tour Duration:
2 hours

Trip Included:
Mountain bike, drinking water, and English speaking guide.
Health & Sports

- Kayak Rental
- Mountain bike Rental
- Beach Volleyball: Complimentary will be set on weekly Activity schedule.
- Beach Soccer: Complimentary will be set on weekly Activity schedule.
- Petanque: Complimentary